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We shall not retreat as long as the five of us stand
United in truth, we shall not submit to demands
We've suffered no loss despite the amount of our
wounds
Our weapons are strong, we shall be victorious soon

Our forces grow in number
Our spirits rise in valor
Regardless of their fury
They cannot destroy our message
Our hearts now beat in sequence
The rhythm of the conquest
Regardless of their data
They cannot dethrone His message

They'll know my justice in the sword
It is the means to end the war
But if you summon your will to fight
Know just what it is you're fighting for

The darkness spreads around us
Infects our every impulse
Despite an impure action
We will not throw down our weapons
Our allies call us traitors
Judgements and accusations
In spite of their betrayal
We will not give up the fight

The heart is a window 
That cannot be opened
They seek to destroy us all
We're still fighting on your side

We'll die for your cause
Do not cast our weapons aside
All men live in shadow
But on wings of valor we ride

The forces of evil will use our turmoil
To spread resentment within ourselves
It's not on the shoulders of any one man
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To pass any judgement so learn to forgive

Don't fear the enemy
Just fight the hate within yourself
Don't fear the enemy
Just fight the hate within

They'll know my justice in the sword
It is the means to end the war
But if you summon your will to fight
Know just what it is you're fighting for

I fight for truth, I fight for love, I fight for strength, I
fight to rise above

I fight for truth that lies beneath the shroud of
insecurity
I fight for love that's lost but not forgotten deep inside
of me
I fight for strength to fight the darkness closing in with
every step
I fight to rise above to stress and to let go of my
regrets

And we shall win this fight 
Before the sun can set tonight
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